FIVE STAR

PRESS NOTES

The following talent and filmmaker are available for interviews:

**Talent:** James “Primo” Grant and John Diaz

**Writer/Director:** Keith Miller

**Produced by:** Keith Miller, Daryl Freimark, Luisa Conlon

**Executive Producer:** Russell Miller

**Co-Executive Producers:** Katie and Tom Hanusik

**Co-Producer:** Landon Van Soest

**Cinematographers:** Ed David, Alexander Mallis

**Composer:** Michael Rosen

**Unit Production Manager:** Doree Simon

**Assistant Directors:** Ted Schafer, Lily Henderson, Jeremy Levine

**Line Producer:** Isaac Wilkins

**Starring:** James ‘Primo’ Grant and John Diaz

Press Contacts:

Luisa Conlon – luisaconlon@gmail.com – +1 917-385-1645

Daryl Freimark – daryl.freimark@gmail.com – +1 917-991-1377

US Sales Contacts:

XYZ Films

Nate Bolotin – nate@xyzfilms.com – 310-956-1550

Mette-Marie Katz – mettemarie@xyzfilms.com – 310-956-1550

SYNOPSIS:

After John’s absent father is struck by a stray bullet, Primo takes it upon himself to verse the young boy in the code of the streets—one founded on respect and upheld by fear. A member of the Bloods since the age of twelve—both in the film and in reality—the streets of Brooklyn is all Primo has ever known. While John questions whether or not to enter into this life, Primo must decide whether to leave it all behind as he vows to become a better husband and father. Set during those New York summer weeks where the stifling heat seems to encase everything, Five Star plunges into gang culture with searing intensity. Director Keith Miller observes the lives of these two men with a quiet yet pointed distance, carefully eschewing worn clichés through its unflinching focus. Distinctions between fiction and real life remain intentionally ambiguous, allowing the story of these two men to resonate beyond the streets, as they face the question of what it means to be a man.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT:
My process bumps up against both narrative and documentary filmmaking, and I work to disregard the line between fact and fiction to create a heightened, more urgent realism. To that end, the central characters’ stories and motivations are derived through conversation with them and then combined with the story. In this case, conversations with Primo lead me to look at what it means to become a man.

With FIVE STAR, as well as my first feature film, WELCOME TO PINE HILL, I aim to capture the messiness of life, in order to make the story more real and concrete. My goal is to create a world that felt present, personal and above all human. To this end, we often shot extremely long takes with multiple cameras simultaneously. Working with an agile crew, we created conditions through which the chaos of everyday life, the poetry of the quotidian, was not just permitted, but encouraged to slip into the filming and the final cut. In the process of the more traditional movies I have shot, the goal is to avoid any real chaos on the set. My goal is the opposite. The central directive to both cast and crew: Reality doesn’t stop. We don’t stop. I invite the chaos because that is, in this method, where much of the beauty and the intensity comes from. It is a way to invite what I call, the Blast of Reality: when a moment feels so real it is indistinguishable from reality itself. In this moment the charged ambiguity hopefully forces us to interrogate our so-called reality and the many presuppositions therein. While this may cause a moment of discomfort resembling vertigo, it also has the potential to disarm just enough to create a deeply human empathy that for me can go beyond the facticity of documentary and the magic of fiction.

FILMMAKER/CAST BIO'S:

KEITH MILLER, (Writer, Director, Producer)
Keith Miller is a filmmaker, artist, professor and curator. His first feature length film, WELCOME TO PINE HILL, premiered in 2012 at the Slamdance Film Festival where it won the Grand Jury Prize. It went on to win a total of five jury prizes in the festival circuit playing at Seattle International Film Festival 2012 receiving the FIPRESCI Jury Prize, Atlanta Film Festival 2012 where it received the Grand Jury Prize, Nashville Film Festival 2012 where it received Honorable Mention and the Sarasota Film Festival 2012 where it received the Jury Prize for Best Performance. Distribution for the film is handled by Oscilloscope in the U.S. and Sundance International for International.

Additional filmography from Miller includes his second feature length film, FIVE STAR, featured in the 2014 Narrative Feature Competition at the Tribeca Film Festival and short film PRINCE/WILLIAM.

JOHN DIAZ, (John)
John Diaz was born and raised in Manhattan's Lower East Side. He developed a love of acting while doing theater in high school including a starring role in WEST SIDE STORY. In 2010, he starred in Jeremy Engle's short film MOSQUITO. John also makes music videos, does photography and performs hip hop. He is currently recording his first album, going by the name JDBanks. FIVE STAR is John's feature film debut.

JAMES ‘PRIMO’ GRANT, (Primo)
James 'Primo' Grant was born and raised in Brooklyn, New York. He has worked as a bouncer and currently works security with BPE Entertainment, with his mentor Aaron 'A Dolla' Freeman. He also records hip hop tracks with his crew, which includes Kasey 'DJ 2Evil' Anasazi and Leon "Tank" Hearde, who are featured in FIVE STAR. At twelve Primo turned “Blood” and after years in the life he has moved on and is working to be a good father to his children, Sincere and Neveah and a good fiancé and partner to Tamara, all of whom are also featured in the film. FIVE STAR is Primo's feature film debut.
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This film would not have been made without the generosity, talent and constant enthusiasm of the Brooklyn Filmmakers Collective.
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